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1. Introduction

Recently quasi everywhere properties of the Brownian motion were
discussed by many authors; Williams considered the quadratic variation (see
[9]) and Fukushima [3] considered the nowhere differentiability, Lέvy's Holder
continuity, the law of iterated logarithm etc. By the way, the local time plays
an important role in stochastic analysis. The existence of the local time of
the 1 -dimensional Brownian motion was proved by Trotter [10], He proved
that the local time of the 1-dimensional Brownian motion exists almost every-
where (a.e.) with respect to the Wiener measure. In this paper we shall prove
that it exists quasi everywhere (q.e.) with respect to the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process on the Wiener space.

Fukushima's study is based on a concept of capacity related to the Orn-
stein-Uhlenbeck process. The term "quasi everywhere" means "except on
a set of capacity 0". A set of capacity 0 is characterized by the Ornstein-Uhlen-
beck process as follows (see [2], [6]). Let Wl be a set of all continuous paths
«r. [0, oo)-»j£ vanishing at 0 with the compact uniform topology and μ be the

Wiener measure on W\. Let (Xr)τ^0 be a Wj-valued Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process with the initial distribution μ defined on an auxiliary probability space
(Ω, £F, P). Then for any Ad W\, A is of capacity 0 if and only if

(1.1) P\X&A for all τ>0] = 1 .

On the other hand, by the Tanaka formula the local time (φ(τ, £, a)) of

a Brownian motion (-X"τ(0)teo is given by

φ(τ, t, a) = (Xr(t)-ar

(cf. [4], [8]). Then our main theorem is stated as follows.

*"> This research was partially supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research.
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Theorem. There exists a continuous version of (φ(τ, ty a)) in (T, /, a) with
respect to the measure P.

By the above theorem, we can show the quasi everywhere existence of
the local time. To see this, denote a continuous version also by φ(τ, ί, a).
Then, for fixed τ>0,

(1.2) [/(XrWds = 2 \ φ(τ, t, ά)f(ά)da ,
Jθ JR

P-a.e. (the almost everywhere existence of the local time). By the continuity
of (r, t)^Xτ(i) and (r, ί, a)\-*φ(τ, ί, a), (1.2) holds for all τ>0 P-.a.e. which
asserts (1.1). Hence the local time exists quasi everywhere.

We will give a proof of the theorem in Section 2.

2. Proof of the theorem

First we give a realization of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (XT)τ>o on

the probability space (Ω, £F, P) as follows. Let (-XΌ(O)teo be a 1-dimensional
Brownian motion and (W(τ, t))rft>0 be a two parameter Brownian motion on
(Ω, £F, P), i.e., (W(τy t))τ>t^0 is a Gaussian process with mean 0 and the co-
variance given by

E[W(ry ί)W(σ, s)} = (τΛσ)(ίΛ*)

where E denotes the expectation relative to P. Assume moreover that (Xo(t))t>o
and (W(τ, t))rtt^0 are independent. Then the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (Xr)
is given by

(2.1) Xτ(t) = e-r/2X0(t)+(Te-^σ»2W(dσ, t)
Jo

where the integral is the stochastic integral with respect to a martingale τt->
W(τ, t). Set &t=σ{X0(s), W(τ, s)\s^t, r^O}. Then for fixed τ^0, ( τ̂(0)^o
is an (ΞF^-Brownian motion and for fixed r, σ^O, the quadratic variation of

o and (Xa(t))t>o is given by

(2.2) <*τ, Xσ\ = exp |τ-

Hereafter we consider this specific Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.
Define -\Jr(r, t, a) by

^(T, t, a) =

To prove the theorem it suffices to show that there exists a continuous version
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of τ/r(τ, ί, ά)9 i.e., there exists a continuous process (ψ(τ, ί, a)) in (r, /, 0) P-a.e.
such that for fixed (r, £, tf)e[0, oo)χ[0, oo)χjR, ψ(τ, ty α)=ι|r(τ, ί, α) P-a.e.

Since for fixed τ^0, a€ΞR, #— »ιjr(τ, t, a) is a continuous process, we regard
Λ/T(T, , a) as a C([0, oo)— »^)-valued random variable. Hence if we show the
following proposition, we can get a desired result by Kolmogorov's theorem

Proposition. For any T>0, there exists a constant K=K(T)>0 such»
that for any a, b^R and O5^τ, σ^ Γ,

For the proof, we need the following lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let (B(t)) be a \-dimensional Brownian motion. Then for
any p^l and any 71>0, there exists a constant C=C(p, Γ)>0 such that for any
a,

The proof is easy and will be omitted.

Lemma 2.*} Let (B^i), B2(t)) be a 2-dimensional Brownian motion start-
ing at 0, m be a positive constant and Ca, a^Ry be a subset of R2 defined by

Ca = {(

Then it holds that for Γ>0, p^ 1,

Jo

Proof. Define a stopping time η by

and a continuous process (B2(t)) by

B2(t) if t<η

a-B2(ί) if

Then by the reflection principle of the Brownian motion, (B^f), B2(t)) is also
a 2-dimensional Brownian motion starting at 0. Moreover it holds that

The proof is due to H. Kaneko, who simplified the author's original one.
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Hence we can easily get a desired result. Π

Proof of the Proposition. Set

/ = E[ sup I ψ(τ, f, *)-<ψ (τ, f , ft) 1 10] and

° '̂̂ ^
/= £[ sup |ψ(τ, ί, A)-ψ(σ, ί, *)H .

0^/^Γ

Then we easily have

E[ sup |ψ(τ, f, α)-ψ(σ, f, ft) 1 10] ̂  29(/+J) .
O^f^Γ

Firstly we give the estimate for /. Without loss of generality, we may
assume a^b. Then by the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality and Lemma 1,
we have

/ = E[ sup I (Ί
Jo

Secondly we give the estimate for J. By (2.2) and the Burkholder-Davis-
Gundy inequality, we have

, ., b), ψ(σ, ,

•Ό

x
JO
Γ ιftiC.,(Λ τ(ί))i«.
JO

As for /2>
 we easily obtain

cι> Γ2> ••* are positive constants which depend only on T.
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As for/j, we define a subset Ab^R2 by

Then we get

Jι = <<

On the other hand, we define a matrix [7(τ, <r) by

U(r, <r)

and 2-dimensional continuous process (̂ (ί), β2(0) by

BΛ*) = Un(τ, <r)Xτ(t)+ Ui2(r, σ)X,(f) , i=\,2.

Then it is easy to see that (B^i), B2(t)) is a 2-dimensional Brownian motion
starting at 0. Moreover set

y=ι

where O=(O,, ) is an orthogonal matrix defined by

/ 1 1_\
/T \/T

1 1
\/2 \/2

Then (ΰι(*)» Ά(0) 's a'so a 2-dimensional Brownian motion starting at 0 by
the rotation invariance. Thus we have

Since

1
(OC/(τ, σ))-1 =

V'l+«'" |τ"σ|/2

a subset OC/(τ, σ) !̂̂  is given by
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ou(τ,

By Lemma 2, we obtain

For any R>0, we define Ss, VR&R2 by

SR = {(x, y)

i \/i_/,-iT-»i i
(^eg'MyK il̂ -V-n /?},

then it is easy to see that OU(τ, σ)A0^SR\J VR. Let ηR be a stopping time
given by

then we have

Since (v/j$1(ί)
2-|- 2̂(ί)

?) is a Bessel process with index 2, the following fact
is well-known (see e.g., Itό-McKean [5]). For any α>0,

where 70 is the modified Bessel function:

r / x ^ 1 I X^m

Hence by the Chebyshev inequality,

.
-lo( v 2

Then, by setting R= | r— σ | ~1/2°, we get
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This completes the proof.

Corollary. For w^Wo, set Zw={t>0\w(t)=0}. Then Zw has a con-
tinuum cardinal number and its Lebesgue measure is 0 for q.e.w.

Proof. Let Ω0 be a set of all ω^ίl which satisfy (1.2) for all τ>0. Then
on Ω0, we have

Ήτ'' 0) = il™έ
Hence it holds that

φ(r, t, 0) = ('llo](Xτ(ή)φ(τ, ds, 0)
Jo

and

J t i ft
l(0}(Xτ(s))ds^4ε— I l(-e>ς)(Xτ(s))ds -> 0 (as 8 -> 0).

o 4ε Jo

Then the rest is easy. Π
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